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1. (6 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.
(a) [3 pts] object

(b) [3 pts] class

2. (3 points)
What is wrong with the syntax or logic of this SQL statement? Assume that “my-database” is a valid database name, and that “myRow” is a valid field (column) name. The SQL statement is trying to delete all records where the myRow entry has ”prefix” at the beginning.
```
DELETE FROM mydatabase where myrow = prefix%
```
Circle all correct answers below:
A. There should be an asterisk after DELETE
B. “mydatabase” should be a column name instead
C. “mydatabase” should be a table name instead
D. “where” must be capitalized
E. The R in “myrow” must be capitalized
F. There should be quotes around ’prefix%’
G. The equals sign should be a LIKE
3. *(13 points)*

A table has been created for you with the following command:

```sql
CREATE TABLE baseball ( Name TEXT NOT NULL, Number INTEGER, Hits INTEGER, Errors INTEGER )
```

The database has contents such as the following (but with many more records):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caleb</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kibby</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorissa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) [4 pts] Write an SQL statement that would add Daniel Palka into the table. His number is 29, he has 3000 hits, and -3 errors.

(b) [3 pts] Write an SQL statement that would change Caleb’s hits to 7.

(c) [3 pts] Write an SQL statement that returns the name and number of all players with more than 30 hits.

(d) [3 pts] Write an SQL statement that returns the average number of hits for all players. Name the returned column “AVGHITS”.
4. (12 points)
For each regular expression given below, determine which of the lines that follow it are completely matched by the regex pattern. (That is, there are no characters in the string that will not be matched by the given pattern...) Circle all lines that are fully matched.

(a) [2 pts] Pattern: $-?\d*\.\d+
$-.1301
$1
$-42+9001
$2316
$3.14

(b) [2 pts] Pattern: \d{3,5}\.\d?
342.34
342.3
342q
342.
34212.4

(c) [2 pts] Pattern: [A-Z]\S+[A-Za-z]*
Bob Smith
bob smith
Jay W Summet
Keith O'hara
Julie Q
P D
Pq D
C3P0 z

(d) [6 pts] Write a regular expression that will match a string formatted as: “NUM Some Street Name City, ST ZIPCO”. The city name can contain any letters but will NOT have multiple words. It will always be followed by a comma and a space before the state abbreviation. The state abbreviation is exactly two upper case letters, followed by a space, followed by exactly 5 digits. Add 2 capturing groups to your RegEx that will capture (return) the street number and zip code ONLY!
Example data:
555 8th Street Northwest Atlanta, GA 30332
50 Main Street Duluth, GA 30096
9 Gadsen-Heck Drive Duluth, GA 30096
333489 Georgia Tech Avenue Atlanta, GA 30332
5. (9 points)
You are to write a function named countSmiles which will accept a string representing
the URL of a website. Your objective is to download the HTML from this website and
return an integer containing the number of times a smiley occurs. A Smiley is the two
character combination of a colon and close parenthesis :).
6. (16 points)  
You are tasked with designing a simple GUI that allows a customer to order a car. Cars come in either blue or red colors. Your GUI must have the following elements:

A “raised” frame with a border that is 2 pixels wide that contains two radio buttons. The two radio buttons have “Red” and “Blue” as their text. Neither should be selected by default. An “Order Car” button at the bottom of the window (NOT in the frame).

When the “Order Car” button is pressed, check to see which radio button is selected. If no radio button is selected, pop up a warning dialog telling the user that they need to select a color (and take no other action). If the Blue radio button is selected, PRINT (to the shell) “A blue car was ordered”. If the Red radio button was selected, add a label to the bottom of the GUI that says “X red cars have been ordered” (Where X is replaced with the actual number of times the user has pressed the “Order Car” button with the red radio button selected).

Here is a picture of the GUI before the button is pressed:

![GUI before button press]

Here is a picture of the GUI (and shell) after the “Order Car” button is pressed 3 times (1 time with the ”blue” radio button selected, 2 times with the “red” radio button selected):

![GUI after button press]

Write python/tkinter code that would produce the GUI on the next page.
Write your python/tkinter code for the Car Ordering GUI here:
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